
 

 

ABOUT 
MinionsINU is designed to create a complex ecosystem in 

which DeFi and Metaverse are integrated together. 

Crypto users will access all DeFi & Metaverse services 
quickly, cheaply and effectively with only MinionsINU 

platforms. 

For this, we are building the MinionsVerse world and the 
MinionsINU DexWallet application. In addition, MinionsINU aims 
to tokenize the sports and betting world in MinionsVerse 

universe. 
 

 



MinionsVerse World 
Create, Play, Personalise, Earn In MinionsVerse 

With MinionsVerse you really can take the reality of living and dreaming 
into a virtual world. Where all aspects are created, designed, and 

perfected by you. Starting with player skills and characteristics, this 
will give you an online fresh start where you choose your path of 

success within the MinionsVerse World. 

MinionsINU aims to tokenize the sports and betting world. In this 
direction, it is aimed to appeal both to young people and children with 
GameFi, and to appeal to adults with its Betting features. For this 

reason, the world of MinionsVerse is designed with sports concepts 
and our games are aimed at sports branches, especially football. 

 

 
 

 



MinionsINU NFT Marketplace 
All of our NFTs can be staked in our exclusive Staking pools. Game 
items could both be traded through the in-game marketplace and also 

the NFT marketplaces on other blockchains. It creates liquidity for the 
assets created through the game and also encourages more players to 

participate in building the MinionsINU ecosystem.  

In addition, special series will be produced for names such as CZ and 
ElonMusk. In addition, special NFTs will be produced for world stars 

such as Ronaldo, Messi, Haaland and Salah and will be introduced to the 
world with great marketing efforts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MinionsVerse Characters 
Each player will create their own identity with specific 
characteristics, skills and attributes. These chosen skills 
will allow you to browse the MinionsINU in-game world to 

complete different daily tasks for fun&rewards! 

In addition, each of the MinionsINU characters has special 
abilities in various sports. As we tokenized the sports 
world, we added special abilities to our characters and 

took each one to a unique dimension. 

 

 

 
 

 



MinionsINU WEB 3.0 BETTING PLATFORM 
Minions INU was designed specifically to tokenize the football and betting 
world. In this direction, Minions INU will create a web3.0 special Betting 

platform in the MinionsVerse world. 

It is a special series with a high stake and farm rate, while providing 
special in-game advantages. Every NFT in this series will be unique and 

only one will be produced for each hero. 

All tournament matches will be played live in the MinionsVerse universe 
and will be open for bets. 

Surprise betting options will be open for all matches and all matches will 
be played live in the MinionsVerse universe. 

 

 



MinionsINU DeFi Ecosystem 
MinionsINU DexWallet Application 

 
MinionsINU was established to create an ecosystem 
for crypto users to provide easy and fast access 

to all DeFi and Metaverse activities. 

Accordingly, MinionSwap – MinionStake&Farm – 
MinionLock platforms are being built in the 

background. In addition, MinionsINU NFT Marketplace 
will also be integrated into Minions DexWallet. With 
the MinionsINU Wallet application, access to all DeFi 
and MetaFi services will be cheap, fast and easy. 

 

 

 
 



TOKENOMICS And FINANCIAL DETAILS 

 
MinionsINU has been specially designed at every stage to be the safest and most loved project. 

As a result of in-team meetings and social research, it was decided that the tax fee would be 0%. 

Since the tax fee is 0%, large wallets are not reserved under the name of marketing, team, partnership. 

Only a 5% wallet is reserved for MinionsINU to be listed on major exchanges. 

With the decision of our finance team, MINION token will be sold with BNB parity and liquidity Locked 
Along A Year. 

MinionsINU’s biggest goal is to be listed on a major exchange as soon as possible. 

MinionsINU project will be financed by NFT sales, stakes and sponsorships in the MinionsINU universe. 

Total Initial Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 MINION 

1. PancakeSwap Liquidity: %95 of Total Supply, Locked For A Year. 

2. Reserved for major exchange listings: %5 of Total Supply 

MinionsINU Buy/Sell Tax Fee Is Designed To Be %0 

(The only valid token of the MinionsINU ecosystem is MINION. Only MINION tokens will be used in all events.) 

 

 

 



ROADMAP And Future Plans 
MinionsINU has been specially designed down to the last detail and prioritized transparency. For 
this reason, we have built our future plans on realistic targets and we will proceed step by 

step. 

 

MinionsINU has been specially designed at every stage to be the safest and most loved project. 
MinionsINU was created not as a meme token, 

but to create a complex ecosystem in which DeFi and Metaverse are integrated together. 

 

Accordingly, NFTs were prepared and we laid the foundations of our metaverse world. 
MinionsVerse is designed with sports concepts and our games are aimed at sports branches, 

especially football. MinionsINU aims to tokenize the sports and betting world. In this direction, it is 
aimed to appeal both to young people and children with GameFi, and to appeal to adults with its 

Betting features. In this direction, MinionsINU will create a web3.0 special Betting platform in the 
MinionsVerse world. 

 

MinionsINU is also building a major DeFi platform. MinionSwap – MinionStake&Farm – MinionLock 
platforms are under development. 

 

These are essential parts of the MinionsINU ecosystem. What we will do as the Minions INU 
ecosystem is built: 

 

MinionsINU will be listed on at least 2 major exchanges and create a strong community. 

MinionsINU will systematically focus on signing sponsorship deals with Premier League, La Liga, 
Seria A teams and world-renowned football stars. Apart from that, we will focus on signing 

agreements with the stars of basketball, tennis, ice hockey and music world. 

We will establish partnerships with world-renowned game companies such as Sony Interactive 
Entertainment, Xbox Game Studios, The SANDBOX, Blizzard Entertainment and provide 

metaverse integration. 

MinionsINU was designed to be a globally recognized brand. You will run into the MinionsINU family 
at any football game, concert, cafe or street. You will see the MinionsINU emblem in world-

famous stars and venues. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

��Website : https://MinionsINU.net/ 

�����Twitter : https://twitter.com/MinionsINUbsc 

������MinionsPaper : https://MinionsINU.net/whitepaper.pdf 

���Telegram : https://t.me/MinionsINUbsc 

🇨🇨🇨🇨Chinese TG : https://t.me/MinionsINUch 

🇯🇯🇯🇯Japanese TG : https://t.me/MinionsINUjapan 

��Contract Adress : https://bscscan.com/token/0xba7e2a9e5193e60368f440e4ae881cc312d6a160 

����Chart : https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xba7e2a9e5193e60368f440e4ae881cc312d6a160 

��DexTools Chart : https://www.dextools.io/app/en/bnb/pair-
explorer/0x675b21e2339291BdA903dD3Ed2246879c61Ed879 

���Liquidity Lock : https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1065725?chain=BSC 

������Buy on pancakeswap: 
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xba7e2a9e5193e60368f440e4ae881cc312d6a160 

��������� Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/MinionsINUbsc/ 

��������Discord : https://discord.com/invite/GkDv7BXcR9 

��Youtube : https://www.youtube.com/@minionsinu 

�������Twitch : https://www.twitch.tv/MinionsINU 

�����Linktree : https://linktr.ee/MinionsINU 
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